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ACADEMIC COUNCIL 
MINUTES 

Friday, January 22, 2010, 1:00 p.m., room F-216 
 
Present: M. Abiri, M. Besner, M. DeNora, G. Felemegos, D. Gallagher, A. Goldberg, R. Herrera,  
D. Hetherington, P. Labrinos, M. Lynch, L. Macpherson,  J. McMahon,   S. Pettifer, C. Rossignoli, 
M. Sossoyan,  
Regrets:  V. Broege, M. Passucci 
Non members: C. Amos, M. Beauchemin, , P. Bonnot, G. Dracopoulos, S. Faubert,  G. Héroux, 
T. Ingerman, S. Jacmin, J. Macdonald,  M. Sendbuehler, N. Wargny, A. Yamamoto 
 
The Vice-chair welcomed George Felemegos, the new student representative on Council this semester, 
replacing R. Brodsky. 
 
1.  Approval of Agenda 
 
The agenda was approved with the addition of an announcement from the Director General right after 
the approval of the agenda. 
 
The Director General announced that he was pleased to report that Vanier was approved by NSERC as 
an institution with full eligibility for all research projects. The College is the first English language cegep 
to be accredited in Quebec. He noted that the teachers will be at the centre of the process.  G. Héroux 
thanked Council for its role in the process and G. Archer for his significant role in the preparation of the 
document and its presentation to NSERC. There was a round of applause. More information will follow 
at a future meeting. 
 
2.  Approval of Minutes 
 
The minutes of December 10, 2009 were approved as submitted. 
 
3.  Business Arising from the Minutes 
 
     a) Interim Policy for Missed Tests and Assignments 

J. McMahon reported that the College had received a letter from the Health Board informing us 
that the second wave of the pandemic was officially over and had not had the impact projected. 
There is no further need for special accommodations and the regular policy on missed tests is 
back into effect. The Academic Dean will send an announcement to that effect to the whole 
community next week. T. Ingerman reported that the H1N1 module had been taken down. 
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4.  Reports, Announcements and Correspondence 
 
     a) Joint Coordinators 

M. De Nora gave a report on the Joint Coordinators’ meetings of November 11, 2009 and 
January 20, 2010. The report is appended to these minutes. 
Discussion followed on the Joint Coordinators’ status issue. It was explained that the whole issue 
had been brought up because of some concerns re voting rights, representation on the 
committee and the committee’s status which is unclear, as to whether it should be an Academic 
Council sub-committee or a College committee. The Vice-chair explained that this discussion 
could come to Council as it was this body’s responsibility to establish Academic Council sub-
committees. J. McMahon noted the importance of establishing a clear consultative structure 
which respected Vanier’s spirit of collegiality. He reminded the committee that Bill 44 could 
modify the decision-making process. 
 

     b) Report on November 24, 2009 Special Academic Council Meeting 
J. McMahon presented his report on the November 24th special meeting on the new research 
policy. He confirmed that the Board had received copies of the policy with the changes 
recommended by Council for the meeting. The Board approved the policy with Council’s 
recommendation to review it within a year. It was agreed that the new policy as approved by 
the Board should be an item on the agenda of Council in the near future.  

 
     c) Others  

J. McMahon reported on the Science projects with Université de Montréal, Bois-de Boulogne, 
Lionel-Groulx and Vanier. A first meeting of faculty was held last week where teachers from the 
same discipline were given the opportunity to exchange with their colleagues from the four 
institutions. Academic Council will be kept informed of the progress of the two projects. 
 

5.  New Business 
 
     a) Terms of Reference and Animal Use Protocol 

R. Herrera, Alternate Vice-chair, chaired this part of the meeting to allow for S. Pettifer to speak 
to this item as Chair of the Animal Care Committee. 
 
S. Pettifer first introduced the key players in the revision of the policy: P. Bonnot, Animal Care 
Committee  Coordinator, who was particularly acknowledged for her work in the process;           
S. Faubert, Coordinator of Animal Health; Q. Van Ginhoven, Coordinator of Environmental & 
Wildlife Management; and M. Sendbuehler, Dean, Faculty of Careers and Technical Programs. 
 
M. Sendbuehler first gave a brief background on the topic. He explained that this policy was 
required to ensure that animals used in the College be treated humanely according to the 
national rules and regulations of the CCAC (Canadian Council on Animal Care). Animal Health 
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and EWM are programs which use animals for pedagogical purposes. The College has a long 
history of exemplary practices in this respect but the policy was due to be revised.   
 
S. Pettifer explained that the policy was last revised in 1995. It was looked at in 2004 and 
approved then. Its revision had been scheduled for Winter 2008 however, because of the CCAC 
assessment visit that semester, it was postponed. The revised policy submitted to Council for 
approval has gone through a thorough examination, and consultation of all proper channels 
where it was unanimously approved and recommended to Academic Council for approval. 
 
S. Pettifer then went through the policy, particularly highlighting the major changes: the 
increase in length to integrate a lot of the CCAC recommendations; the major change in the 
composition of the Animal Care Committee; and the new set of forms, thanks to P. Bonnot, 
which covers all the steps required in the monitoring process. 
 
The committee then answered a few questions from the members, particularly on the 
coordinator’s schedule and availability. M. Sendbuehler confirmed that it was being looked into. 
There were also two suggestions for minor changes to the document. 
 
It was moved by D. Hetherington and seconded by C. Rossignoli that Academic Council approve 
the revised Terms of Reference and Animal Use Protocol with the two suggested changes. 
The motion was approved unanimously with 14 in favour, 0 opposed and 1 abstention. 
 
J. McMahon thanked everyone involved in the process. There was a round of applause for the 
Committee.  
 

     b) Student Misconduct in the Classroom Policy 
 

J. McMahon recommended that this item be tabled in light of the questions raised at the Joint 
Coordinators’ meeting and the recommendation to have a committee formed with proper 
representation of faculty, Student Services and other sectors. This committee will work on a 
proposed revision of the policy to be submitted to Council for discussion and approval. So far, 
the committee members are N. Wargny, K. White and I. Der Aprahamian. J. McMahon reminded 
Council that six major policies have been identified to be revised. All the draft proposals will be 
submitted to Council, many of which this semester. 
 
Following some questions about the reasons leading to the current revision of this policy in 
particular, it was noted that there is some uneasiness with the current policy in some 
departments such as French and Humanities. Also, there is an increase in the number of 
incidents happening in the class and many teachers, particularly the new ones, are uncertain 
about how to deal with them. 
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D. Gallagher noted that the importance of getting input from Cont. Ed. particularly on the issue 
of the 5 day suspension. 
  

     c) Report on the UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico) Project 
J. Macdonald introduced this topic. This two year faculty mobility project with the University of 
Mexico is a project on the effective use of IT in the classroom. Three Vanier teachers, M. 
Beauchemin, S. Jacmin and P. Gagné presented at the Symposium on ICT-SOMECE 2009, a 
symposium on integrating computer use in education, held at the University of Mexico at the 
end of October. 
 
M. Beauchemin made a PowerPoint presentation of the Vanier visit to the UNAM, including: the 
project objectives; the three Vanier presentations, M. Beauchemin on combined courses at 
Vanier, S. Jacmin on the Sept-Iles project and P. Gagné on problem solving online; the objective 
achievements; the next steps – a delegation to come to Vanier in the spring; the selection of the 
Vanier candidates for 2010 and the reports; and some cultural notes. M. Beauchemin and S. 
Jacmin then answered a few questions. 
 
There was a round of applause for the presentation. J. Macdonald invited anyone interested to 
be part of the welcoming of the delegation to contact M. Haddad. 
 

     d) Report on the Language School 
C. Hall, Coordinator of the Language School, explained that, as per the Strategic Plan, the school 
had to present a yearly report to the Academic Council. It was a good opportunity to share with 
Council the many activities implemented by the school and its tremendous growth since its 
creation. 
 
C. Hall then made a PowerPoint presentation on the Language School, including its mission 
statement; the programs and courses offered; the school’s contribution to Vanier in terms of 
academics, reputation, internationalization and finances; the space usage; the resources used; 
the plans for the future; and the challenges faced, particularly in terms of staffing and space. 
 
C. Hall then answered a few questions. Several members expressed their support, particularly 
M. Abiri who spoke of the high quality of the French courses he is taking at the school, and G. 
Dracopoulos who, on behalf of the Business Administration Department, thanked C. Hall for the 
school’s support. J. Macdonald added her congratulations to C. Hall and the teachers of the 
school for their excellent work. There was a round of applause. 
 

     e) Report on Student Exchange Programs 
G. Dracopoulos, from the Business Administration Department, reported on student mobility 
projects in the last five years, acknowledging the support he had received in the process from 
Academic Council. 
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G. Dracopoulos’ presentation included: 

• the origins of the project on student exchanges; 

• phase 1 of the project which started in 2005 with Cégep André-Laurendeau (first student 
sent in France in W2007); 

• phase 2 (A08 to W10) in which, following Council’s approval of several agreements with 
IUT’s in France, students were both received by Vanier and sent to France. 
Approximately 200 students were involved in student exchanges so far.  

• the advantages of student exchanges; 

• acknowledgement of the support received from the Language School and from 
Academic Council; 

• the advantages of exchanging with France thanks to the Franco-Québec agreement; 

• the building of an exchange program model in Business Administration over the past 
years (2005-2009) and the possibility of transferring it to other programs. The 
Micropublishing and Hypermedia Department is looking at a student exchange for A10. 

• the project to develop partnership with 6 schools in North America thanks to the North 
American mobility program.  
 

G. Dracopoulos ended his presentation by stressing how important it was to share information such 
as  presented today on the UNAM project, the Language School and the student exchange program. 
There was a round of applause for his presentation. J. Macdonald commended G. Dracopoulos’ 
excellent work and invited the members to consult the international education and the Language 
School websites for more information. 
 
J. McMahon commended the quality of the three presentations given today and stressed the 
importance of supporting such projects for the benefit of students, faculty and the College in general. 
There was another round of applause.  

 
6.  Varia 

L. Macpherson announced that the Grey Cup will be at Vanier next Wednesday, January 27th at noon. 
Former Vanier College athletes will be present and pictures will be available. 

 
7.  Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 3:00 p.m. 
  
Respectfully submitted, 
Wanda Kalina 
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